Our dress, a personal language by Sunyé Barcons, Teresa
“La toilette … est pour toutes les femmes une manifestation constante 
de la pensée intime, un langage, un symbole” (Honoré de Balzac).
“Dress is extremely indiscrete: it immediately suggests things that, 
without it, we could never know” (Margarita Rivière).
People are social beings: we need others, we need to communicate with them. 
To do this we have developed a variety of languages. The one that we are most 
aware of is speech, but it is not the only one: in fact, dress is the most immediate 
way we have of presenting ourselves to others, of suggesting impressions, of 
beginning a dialogue. Dress reflects the historical moment in which we live, the 
society in which we move, our moods … In fact, the act of dressing is such a 
part of our everyday lives that we can easily overlook its enormous significance. 
Dress is a carrier of meaning, a language that is part of how a particular society 
is interpreted; through our dress we transmit messages to others. People with 
a public image or who represent institutions are well aware of this. A recent 
example is the media impact of the appearance of Pope Francis wearing a white 
robe and a pair of old moccasins. His image conveyed, even to those who did 
not hear or read his words, a message of simplicity. By means of his dress, Pope 
Francis expressed a particular conception of religion.
Through dress we can study the changes in a society in different areas: the 
effects of technological advances, changes in concepts of modesty with regard 
to the areas of the body that may or not be displayed, and so on. Studying the 
history of a particular garment can reveal to us the cultural, social, political, 
technological and symbolic aspects of a culture. For instance, by following 
the gradual introduction of trousers for women in Western society and their 
popularization throughout the twentieth century, we can trace the feminist 
struggle for sexual equality and the historical and cultural conditions that made 
it possible. The history of the appropriation of trousers by women shows how 
the conquest of authentic female citizenship also demanded a revolution in 
appearance.
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The dress we choose has a profound influence on our attitudes: it dictates the 
way we feel and move. It modifies the perception of our body and our gestures: 
we behave differently when wearing party clothes, our working clothes, or 
dressed to play tennis. Our dress changes our behaviour because it becomes 
integrated in our body and is part of the image we have of it. We do not look 
in the same way at a man dressed in a suit and tie or dressed in a tracksuit; a 
woman is not the same, nor does she transmit the same message, when wearing 
a low-cut neckline and high-heeled shoes or wearing jeans and sneakers.
Though it seems such an everyday phenomenon, dress is a reflection of 
our personality; with it we convey messages to others and consciously or 
unconsciously read the messages we receive. Through it we communicate 
our own image; we express the relationships we build, fear, or desire with 
others, our happiness or unhappiness, consciously or otherwise; we speak of 
our desires, our personal history, and the emotions we experience: our tastes, 
desires, aspirations, moods. It is a language created by ourselves, aimed at 
ourselves, but above all at others. It is a language that reflects aspects of our 
personality but also other aspects of which we are not aware. Beyond a simple 
garment, our dress reveals many secrets, expressing what our parents have 
passed on to us, explaining how the body is experienced, how it is hidden and 
how it is displayed. It embodies a history, a desire, a need, a reference point, a 
social brand, a prosthesis.
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Our dress is far less neutral than we might like to believe. It has a soul, a role, 
a function of its own, unique and individual in accordance with the relationship 
that each person establishes with it. There are women who enter shop after shop 
and buy compulsively, burning up their credit cards in search of a femininity 
that they feel they lack. There are men who go to a particular shop to buy shirts 
that give the image of elegance that makes them feel attractive to a potential 
partner. There are women who wear black clothes and scarves to cover a body 
rejected over and over again, who sleep with their arms around a blanket to 
smell the man who is no longer there … These and many other individual 
stories are a reflection of the emotional relationship we establish with our dress.
Our dress protects us from storms and from prying eyes, but it is also a 
transition between the naked body of the intimate universe and the socialized 
body we present to the world. It conforms to the body creating a second skin, 
forging an image of us, the first impression that others have of us, the skin with 
which we receive a comforting hug, a pat on the back to say “Well done; keep 
going.” Dress is the second skin that marks the body, showing curves, breasts, 
hips, legs, or leaves it uniform with tunics, wide dresses and long skirts. It 
conceals and reveals at the same time; it silences and incites the gaze of others, 
a barrier and a promise, it seduces and prohibits. It forms a part of us, it touches 
our skin, we choose it from among many others, we feel it to be our own, and at 
the same time it is part of the exterior, receiving the scrutiny of others.
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When we look in the mirror at home, in a shop, or in the eyes of others, the 
vision we have of ourselves is imbued with our self-esteem. The images that 
come to us contain our perception of ourselves and of our bodies. It is a vision 
that comes to us refracted by our subjective evaluations, by the way we were 
seen, valued, loved in our childhood. The feelings we have about ourselves, how 
we look with affection, rejection, reluctance, admiration … are constituted from 
a very early age by our interactions with our loved ones. The gaze of the mother, 
and then of the father, construct the child’s psyche and subjective identity. The 
mother’s gestures when caring for her baby, the words she uses, the way she 
looks at her child, are the mirror through which the child will create their own 
self-image, which will accompany them throughout their lives.
We do not dress the same way in the different stages of our lives; dress is 
an instrument that helps us build and rebuild our image as we develop. In 
adolescence dress is crucial to distinguish ourselves from our parents, and to 
allow our integration with peer groups. Moments of drama in our lives may 
often modify the way we dress, as a way of integrating ourselves in the new 
stage. Separation or divorce is often accompanied by a change in dress as a way 
of leaving behind an era in one’s life and embarking on a new one.
Dress can also be a source of conflict when it is used as a tool to resolve 
unconscious personal problems. It can become a way to express emotional 
distress; people with low self-esteem deficit may use dress to repair a self-
image that makes them uncomfortable. Giving excessive importance to one’s 
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appearance often reflects a desire to compensate for emotional fragility. It 
is a way to find security through the image one projects, in the search for 
acceptance and admiration of others. At the other extreme are those who give 
no importance to the way they dress, who have no interest in their appearance, 
reflecting a certain apathy towards themselves. Depression is often reflected in 
dress, which transmits the malaise that the individual is feeling.
Some people always dress in the same way; their choice of dress and colours 
is repetitive, there is no sense of creativity. This resistance to change indicates 
an inner fragility, an extremely rigid relationship with oneself in which there 
is no room for play or fantasy. This rigidity – looking in the mirror and seeing 
oneself always the same – may be an attempt to compensate for an unstable 
identity.
We project our experience of our body through the dress we use to cover it. 
If it is loved and valued, we will take care to present it well. If our perception of 
our bodies causes emotional conflict, dress can often be used to hide it from the 
eyes of others, because we are overweight, underweight, or lacking in appeal. 
Compulsive shopping may also reflect difficulties of accepting our body. In each 
new outfit we seek the desired image, which we catch in an instant in the shop 
mirror or we think we see in the eyes of the shop assistant, but disappears the 
moment we step out into the street.
If the image we have of ourselves is a positive one, dress becomes a playful 
element that enriches our lives. Shopping, trying on clothes, sharing them, 
altering them, combining them with accessories and other pieces from our 
wardrobe, can be a source of fun and creativity, a way to enjoy our body and the 
pleasure of feeling attractive, a tool in the game of seduction, the expression of 
our different moods and a companion at different stages of our lives. 
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